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Abstract: This study presents a view into the performance
evaluation of adaptive mathematical muscle model.
Utilization in control strategies of functional electrical

muscle spasm. The third problem is fatigue, making that fixed
parameter stimulation parameter become shortly nonoptimal.

neuroprostheses is foreseen. Although muscle is a nonlinear
actuator, most of the control dfficulties arise from its timevarying properties. Due to significant time variations, there
is a clear need for model that would adapt to muscle

diminish these problems requires the closed-loop control
system that is capable of automatical adjustment of

properties of dffirent subjects and would enable accurate
prediction of muscle generated moments after musclefatigue.

INTRODUCTION
Our work is devoted to studying feedback control of
functional electrical stimulation (FES) supported standing in
paraplegia. Most FES systems operate in an open-loop mode
where output of the stimulator depends solely on inputs from
the user. There are three major problems of this form of fixed
control Ll,2l. First, the fine tuning of parameters for a single

stimulation pattern for a single user often requires several
sessions involving the user, therapist and engineer. Second,
the open-loop stimulation pattern is not able to cope with
unforeseen circumstances such as external perturbations or
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As one choice, development of FES system that would

stimulation parameters. The purpose of FES control system is
to determine the adequate pattern of stimulation parameters
delivered to a set of muscles in order to perform a given task.
Testing of control strategies for FES activated skeletal
systems in a laboratory environment requires the knowledge
of muscular contraction mechanism, which exhibits nonlinear
dynamic properties t3-t5]. Muscle models emphase nonlinear
relationship between muscle activation as the model input and
force developed as the modeloutput. The modelproperties are
assumed to be time-constant [3,[4]. However, the static and
the dynamic properties of electrically stimulated muscle are
changing with fatigue 12,[6].ln the work presented here, we
have evaluated an adaptive black-box muscle model, where
three model parameters were adapted during stimulation with

stimulation frequency 20

Hz using the

steepest descent

technique [7].
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Matlab Simulink model with blocks for electrical stimulator, force-plate data acquisition unit and Laplace

description of adapted muscle model.
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LABORATORY SETUP

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

For standing experiments the mechanical rotating frame
(MRF) was built prior to allow examination of ankle joint
muscles and to eliminate the actions of neurologically intact

Fig. 2 shows measured and modeled muscle moments
around ankle joint. Due to nonlinear muscle dynamics
presented with linear transfer function, the parameters of the
transfer function adapt fast in cases when stimulating with

neuromuscular system of the upper body. MRF locks knee,
hip and lumbosacral joints in upright positions and allows
rotating of the body around ankle joint in saggital plane. Two
force platest were mounted under the MRF, each under
separate foot. Muscle outputs (moments around the ankle axis)
can be in such manner measured with the force plates.
Computer controlled electrical stimulator with 4 stimulation
channels and direct PC connection enables adjustment of
parameters of electrical stimulation [8]. Data acquisition from
force plates and the stimulation pulses are synchronized by
software platform Matlab Simulink2. Fig. I shows Simulink
model, with blocks for sensory devices, electrical stimulator
and muscle model with included adaptation algorithm.

lower or higher amplitudes. The ability of model prediction of
nonlinear muscle dynamics is satisfactory.

Important task

in this procedure was to

determine

adaptation speed gains (gradients) for each of three model
parameters. Too fast adaptation speed gains led to unstable
output behavior and too low gains disabled the ability of
predicting moments while stimulation inputs varied
significantly in the range between stimulation threshold and
safuration.
The model and approach shown here, with its capability
to predict a variety of nonlinear muscle properties seems to be
promising for adaptive control algorithms in neuroprosthetic

application.

MUSCLE MODELING
REFERENCES
As the subject stood in the MRF, the plantarflexors were
stimulated using surface electrodes. Muscle transfer function
test input signals were trains of pulses, amplitude modulated
with pseudo-random binary sequences (PRBS). At each
stimulus instant, the pulse amplitude took one of two choices.
The pulse width was set constant at 400 ps. Random test
sequences with l0 s duration were computer generated.
The muscle is described with a transfer function with trvo
poles. Initial model parameter values were selected upon
previous measurements using least square error method [7].
After that, three model parameters were adapted with
stimulation frequency 20 Hz using a gradient method by

minimizing error between model output and measured
moment. The adaptation gradient was preset at the beginning
of the trial.
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Figure 2: Measured muscle moment and output of adaptive
muscle model to PRBS input.
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